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            Abstract
Horizontal branch stars belong to an advanced stage in the evolution of the oldest stellar galactic population, occurring either as field halo stars or grouped in globular clusters. The discovery of multiple populations in clusters1,2 that were previously believed to have single populations gave rise to the currently accepted theory that the hottest horizontal branch members (the ‘blue hook’ stars, which had late helium-core flash ignition3, followed by deep mixing4,5) are the progeny of a helium-rich ‘second generation’ of stars6,7. It is not known why such a supposedly rare event8,9 (a late flash followed by mixing) is so common that the blue hook of ω Centauri contains approximately 30 per cent of the horizontal branch stars in the cluster10, or why the blue hook luminosity range in this massive cluster cannot be reproduced by models. Here we report that the presence of helium core masses up to about 0.04 solar masses larger than the core mass resulting from evolution is required to solve the luminosity range problem. We model this by taking into account the dispersion in rotation rates achieved by the progenitors, whose pre-main-sequence accretion disk suffered an early disruption in the dense environment of the cluster’s central regions, where second-generation stars form11. Rotation may also account for frequent late-flash–mixing events in massive globular clusters.
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                    Figure 1: Simulations for the ultraviolet data.[image: ]


Figure 2: Calibration of hydrogen–helium diffusion.[image: ]


Figure 3: Rotational evolution from disk detachment to the main sequence.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Comparison simulation versus optical data.
The observed data10 are shown as grey dots. The diagonal line suggests the division between blue hook and cooler extreme horizontal branch stars. a, Tracks shown are for M = 0.466M⊙, Y = 0.37 and evolutionary Mc = 0.463M⊙ (black solid line), plus the corresponding track in which Mc is increased by 0.04M⊙ (magenta solid line). The zero-age horizontal branch for Y = 0.37 (dashed black) and the 0.471M⊙ track (dotted black) are also shown. b, Result of the coupled dynamical–evolutionary simulation (detailed explanation in Fig. 1).


Extended Data Figure 2 Models with helium versus hydrogen diffusion.
a and b show a comparison of blue hook tracks from Xenv-in = 0.007 to Xenv-in = 0.41, from left to right, for Mturb = 10−6M⊙ (full lines) and 10−7M⊙ (dashed lines). The bolometric luminosity (b) and the F225W magnitude (a) are shown as function of Teff. The hot side of the zero-age horizontal branch for Y = 0.37 is shown (solid black line with dots). c, Evolution with time of the surface N(He)/N(H) due to diffusion. The solar ratio is shown as a horizontal grey dotted line. The observations of blue hook stars show that the slower diffusion is a better description (Fig. 2).


Extended Data Figure 3 Simulation versus data, including first- and second-generation stars.
As in Fig. 1 and Extended Data Fig. 1, but the ultraviolet data are compared with a simulation assuming that 50% of blue hook stars are the progeny of the Y = 0.37 population (squares), and 50% are progeny of the Y = 0.25 population (triangles). The error bars are the result of individual 1σ Poisson error on the stellar counts.


Extended Data Figure 4 Tracks and simulation versus data including models having Xenv-in > 0.06.
As in Fig. 1. a, Tracks with different Xenv-in values and the end of the zero-age horizontal branch (black line with dots) with the location of the minimum non-mixed track (dotted black line) for Y = 0.37. b, Simulation including Xenv-in up to 0.21, for the listed percentages of stars. c, Simulation also including stars with Xenv-in = 0.41. In the latter simulation, the main aim is to show that the most hydrogen-rich stars are located on the extreme horizontal branch, and not on the blue hook.


Extended Data Figure 5 The dynamical model.
Two different cases of dynamical interactions are compared: either we make the hypothesis that the magnetic coupling of the disk is destroyed by one encounter with another star, at a distance entering the accretion disk (<100 au), or that three such encounters are necessary. a, A histogram of encounters versus time of detachment. b, Initial rotation period distribution employed in the two cases. c, Resulting distribution of the core mass increase, which is an initial parameter in the photometric simulation.


Extended Data Table 1 Range in magnitude F225W for M = 0.466M⊙, Mc = 0.463M⊙Full size table


Extended Data Table 2 Data at 12 Gyr for models of Z = 0.0005, [α/Fe] = 0.2Full size table
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ω Centauri's blue hook explained
Some globular clusters, once thought to be composed of a single population of horizontal branch stars at an advanced stage of stellar evolution, also contain hot 'blue hook' stars. This study of the globular cluster ω Centauri demonstrates that the observed range of luminosities of the blue hook stars of ω Cen is successfully explained by a model in which their progenitors are second-generation helium-rich stars characterized by a range of rotation rates arising during the cluster's very early evolution.
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